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The Pilgrim Fathers who came to this country more than
three centuries ago in search of freedom believed in religion and
in education. They realized that the freedom which they sought
had as its foundation the Hebrew-Christian tradition and that the
only way this tradition could be perpetuated was by education.
John Harvard, therefore, was instrumental in establishing in 16!6 a
college. Pro Christo et Ecclesia was their motto, but they also
trained for the State the men who helped to make our popular
government possible. The College of William and Mary was
founded in 1670, and Yale College in 1700. Many others, colleges,
such as Princeton, Columbia, Brown, and Rutgers, were established
and functioned as the years passed. But there was in this country .
no real University until 1876, two hundred and forty years after
Harvard came into being, when the Johns Hopkins University
was opened in Baltimore, Maryland.
There were a number of American students who expected to
be teachers or who . desired to be scholars, and who longed for
training more advanced than they could get in any then existing
institutions. Those who could do so went abroad to study-where
they could find the libraries and laboratories and the specialized
scholarship not to be had in the so-called universities at home.
Edward Everett, who received his Ph.D. degree from Gottingen
in 1817, was the first of a great procession of American students
who were attracted to German universities by the opportunity of
advanced study. These students did not hesitate to comment on
the deficiencies of higher education in America.
As early as 1816 Ticknor, pointing out the lack of scholarly
libraries in our colleges, remarked, "We are mortified and exasperated because we have no learned men, and yet make it physically impossible for our scholars to become such, and to escape
from this reproach we appoint a multitude of professors but give
them a library from which' not one of them can qualify himself to
execute the duties of his office." In 1860 there were seventy-seven
American students enrolled in the philosophical faculties of German
universities, and the number was to be multiplied again and again.
Basil L. Gildersleeve, destined to be the first professor appointed
in the Johns Hopkins faculty, was one of those who had prepared
himself in Greek at Gottingen.
Some attempts were made to provide what were beginning to
be called graduate courses in various colleges. However, students
who elected them were apt to be disappointed, as Gilman was at
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both yale and Harvard. They were taught by members of a faculty
engrossed with large classes of undergraduates and were often
made to feel that they had lingered .unwanted on the academic
scene when they should be out in the world of affairs. The time
had come, now that the Civil War and its aftermath were over,
for an American university, free from hampering traditions, and
able to adapt the European system to our particular needs.
Johns Hopkins, a Quaker, was born on his father's farm in
Anne Arundel County, Maryland, in 1795, and died in Baltimore
in December, 1873. His grandfather, for conscientious reasons, had
freed several hundred slaves, and the Hopkins boys had themselves
to do a large part of the farm work. Johns, a poor boy, came to
Baltimore during the War of 1812, and, after a brief service in
his uncle's grocery store, formed in 1819 a partnership with a
friend, Benjamin Moore, another Quaker, who left the firm after
three years because he thought his partner "had too great love
for making money." Johns Hopkins was a pioneer in that efficiency
which is today so greatly lauded in business circles. He was a commercial genius and soon outdistanced all competitors, winning
far and near a reputation for shrewd business insight, daring, and
integrity. From their infancy, he believed in railroads. When the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad met with difficulties in 1857, and its
original promoters were unable to help, it was Johns Hopkins who
came to its rescue. Again and again, in the various panics which
occurred in ·those troublous times, he placed hundreds of thousands
of dollars at its disposal, and saved it from ruin. He stood by the
Union during the Civil War, and received large railroad dividends
from the transportation of troops and supplies. He had implicit
confidence in the railroad which he had so often rescued, and in
the common stock of which so much of his money was invested,
though he also had enormous holdings in real estate. He was earnestly interested in the advancement of the city which he had helped
to grow and develop.
It is always interesting to know the genesis of great gifts. Johns
Hopkins, who had never married, was in doubt when he grew old,
respecting the bestowal of his material possessions. The story is
told that a sagacious friend said to him, "There . are two things
which are sure to live-a university, for there will always be the
youth to train; and a hospital, for there will always be suffering
to relieve." This germ, implanted in a large brain, seems soon to
have become active. There is another story which is worth repeating, for it shows the relation of one benefaction to another. When
George Peabody, near the end of his life, came to Baltimore, the
place of his former residence, he was invited to dine by Mr. John
W. Garrett, and Mr. Hopkins was invited to meet him. The three
were alone at the table. The substance of Mr. Peabody's remarks,
given by the host are as follows:
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*"Mr. Hopkins," said the famous London banker, "we both commenced our commercial life in Baltimore, and we knew each other well. I left Baltimore for London,
and from the commencement of my busy life I must state that I was extremely fond of
money, and very happy in acquiring it. I laboured, struggled, and economised continuously and increased my store, and I have been very proud of my achievements. Leaving
Baltimore, after a successful career in a relatively limited sphere, I began in London,
the seat of the greatest intellectual forces connected with commerce, and there I succeeded wonderfully, and, in competition with houses that had been wealthy, prosperous,
and famous for generations, I carved my way to opulence. It is due to you, Mr. Hopkins,
to say, remembering you so well, that you are the only man I have met in all my experience more thoroughly anxious to make money and more determined to succeed
than myself; and you have enjoyed the pleasure of success, too. In vigorous efforts for
mercantile power, capital , of course, and large capital, was vital. I had the satisfaction,
as you have had, of feeling that success is the test of merit; and I was happy in the
view that I was in this sense, at least, very meritorious.
"You also have enjoyed a great share of success and of commercial power and
honour. But, Mr. Hopkins, though my progress was for a long period satisfactory and
gratifying, yet, when age came upon me, and when aches and pains made me realize
that I was not immortal, I felt, after taking care of my relatives, great anxiety to place
the millions that I had accumulated so as to accomplish the greatest good for humanity.
I looked about me and formed the conclusion that there were m en who were just as
anxious to work with integrity and faithfulness, for the comfort, consolation, and advancement of the suffering and the struggling poor, as I had been to gather fortune.
"After careful consideration, I called a number of my friends in whom I had confidence to meet me, and I proposed that they should act as my trustees , and I organized
my first scheme of benevolence. The trust was accepted, and I then for the first time
felt there was a higher pleasure and a greater happiness than accumulating money, and
that was derived from giving it for good and humane purposes; and so, sir, I have
gone on, and from that day realized, with increasing enjoyment, the pleasure of arranging for the greatest practical good for those who would need my means to aid their wellbeing, progress and happiness."

Whoever or whatever influenced Mr. Hopkins the fact is that,
at his request on August 24, 1867, twelve citizens of Baltimore
formed a corporation known as "The Johns Hopkins University,"
stating its purpose quite simply as "the promotion of education in
the State of Maryland." The incorporators named twelve trustees,
four of them related to Mr. Hopkins, and others his friends and
neighbors, to manage the concerns of the proposed university. A
similar act incorporated "The Johns Hopkins Hospital," and
named for it twelve trustees, all but two of whom were members
also ' of the board of the University. Mr. Hopkins wanted the two
foundations to work closely together.
In his will, which was signed in July, 1870, only two paragraphs concern the University. In these par~graphs he gives no
hint as to the kind of university that they should create. He simply
forbids the trustees to use their principal for buildings or current
expenses, directs them to provide certain free scholarships, and advises them to hold and administer wisely the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad stock included in his bequest. This will was probated early
in 1874, and the bequest then became effective.
Mr. Hopkins knew that the success of his generous plans
would depend in great measure on the judgment and the fidelity
of his original trustees. He made up his list of trustees with great
care and insight, and they proved themselves worthy of his high
confidence .. They were described as "a capital selection from
among laymen, resident in Baltimore, in middle life, independent,
and acquainted with affairs." It was charged by some unfriendly
critics that Mr. Hopkins treated his relatives shabbily, that he left
*QuoJ~?ti~~~ .•~n address by Dr. Gilman, entitled "Reminiscences of Thirty Years in
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nothing to them. That is a false charge, since he gave in cash or
real estate to some ten or twelve relatives and three servants approximately one million dollars. Besides this, he left about
$7,000,000, one half of which was given for the University and
the other half for the Hospital. That was before Mr. Rockefeller,
Mr. Carnegie, and others like them gave huge sums and established
foundations. A gift like that of Johns Hopkins was electrifying
news, almost unbelievable. Yale had been functioning for one
hundred and seventy-five years, ' and had succeeded by 1876 in
amassing a total endowment of a little less than $1,500,000 for all
of its schools and departments.
This select and very capable group of trustees early in 1874,
realizing that their first and most important duty was to get the
right man as president, entered upon this task with unusual intelligence. They bought for their own use and instruction a carefully selected list of some twenty-two of the best books on education. The list is very interesting. Most of them were recent works
when purchased, and they reflect the controversies about education then going on. Whether reform of American colleges was an
urgent need; whether American students should study abroad;
what were the relative merits of the British, French, and German
university systems; whether co-education, recently introduced in
the colleges of the Middle West, was a dreadful innovation or a
desirable change destined to spread in the East-such questions
were in the air.
The trustees traveled here and there, wrote many letters to
those whose counsel they valued, invited Presidents Chas. W.
Eliot, of Harvard, Noah Porter, of Yale, Andrew D. White, of
Cornell, James B. Angell, of Michigan, and others, to come to
Baltimore for conferences and advice. Without any collusion, without even knowing that the same leher had been sent to the others,
Presidents Eliot, White and Angell recommended for this important position Daniel Coit Gilman, then President of _the University of California. In December, 1874, he was invited to come
to Baltimore for a conference. He accepted their invitation, journeyed to Baltimore, and met with the whole Board, an exceedingly
grave and dignified group.
Mr. Gilman was asked to tell them what he would do with
the opportunity before them. He replied that he would not attempt
to establish simply another college, but rather he would create a
university which should extend its influence far and wide, and
would make it the means of promoting scholarship of the first
order. He would select as professors men now standing in the front
rank in their own fields, pay them adequately, give them only
students far enough advanced to keep them stimulated, and expect
from them the publication of the results of their researches. The
Trustees were in full accord with Mr. Gil~an's ideas. At a meeting
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the next afternoon, at which he was not present, they formall y
elected him president, and he accepted.
Daniel Coit Gilman, who entered upon his duties at Johns
Hopkins University on May 1, 1875, was born in Norwich, Connecticut, in 1831, graduated at Yale in the class of 1852, ha d
traveled widely, and had a useful experience as professor of physical
and political geography at Yale from 1856 to 1872. H e was genuinely interested in religion, and was a m ember of the Congrega tional Church. He, together with other Yale students, began a nd
m aintained, at their own expense, a Sunday School class and mission for underprivileged children in N ew Haven. Some thought
and hoped that h e would enter the ministry, but h e never felt
that the Church was his field. His qualities of mind and character
were such as to fit him in a m ost unusual way for the task of
planning a new institution in a new environment. H e was judicious,
tactful, well informed, graceful of speech, and persistent, though
cautious in m ethod. H e had imagination, and a natural talent for
classification and organization. H e knew the names and the work
of the leading scholars in Europe and in America, and h e was a
competent judge of their m erits as teachers and investigators.
Mr. Gilman had a fixed and clear ideal, and tha t ideal was
just such a university as the Trustees of Johns H opkins University
had vaguely in mind. He had confidence in himself and faith in
his undertaking. Mr. Gilman was quite aware of the confusion in
the popular mind regarding the words "college" and "university,"
how the name "university" was applied to some institutions which
were not even good colleges. But there was no confusion in his
mind. His idea of a complete university was, somewhat like tha t
expressed by Cardinal N ewman in Th e Idea of a Un iv e rsity~ an
institution which was doing advanced work, and which included
four faculties-the liberal arts or philosophy, law, medicine, and
theology. H e recognized, however, that an institution might by
reason of the quality of its graduate work be properly called a
university, even though it was not complete in the sense of having
all of the four faculties.
In his inaugural address, h e said: "A university is a place for
the advanced special education of youth who have been prepared
for its freedom by the discipline of a lower school." That is what
Johns Hopkins University became when it opened its doors to
students on October 3, 1876, what it has continued to be through
the years. "Great universities," President Gilman said, "are built
not of bricks and mortar, but of m en." H e knew that his most important task was to find outstanding m en for the faculty and to
secure their wholehearted cooperation in the carrying out of his
ideals. He had been encouraged to travel freely at home and
abroad, and found encouragem ent and h elp at Oxford, Cambridge,
Glasgow, Dublin, Manchester, Paris, Berlin, H eidelberg, Strasburg,
Freiburg, L eipzig, Munich, and Vienna. H e had an almost un-

canny ability to pick men, and he was looking for the best . men
that could be found, who were free to accept positions in a new,
uncertain, and somewhat risky organization, without respect to the
place from which they came, the college in which they were
trained, or the religious body to which they belonged.
The first faculty was composed of a small but noteworthy
group-seven men, including Gilman as their chief. The first
official appointment was that of Basil L. Gildersleeve to be professor of Greek. Born at Charleston, S. C., forty-five years old,
Gildersleeve was the son of a Presbyterian minister. A precocious
child, he had graduated from Princeton at the age of eighteen,
studied at three German universities, received his Ph.D. degree
from Gottingen, became professor of Greek at the University of
Virginia in 1856, and enlisted in the Confederate cavalry in 1861,
received a wound that made him permanently lame. He was about
the same age as Gilman, and was his trusted friend and adviser.
The next appointment for mathematics was very different,
James Joseph Sylvester, an Englishman, a brilliant Jewish mathematician who had graduated from Cambridge, who was sixty-two
years old, and who was one of the half dozen most eminent of
living mathematicians, was chosen as professor of Mathematics. He
was an individualist, a picturesque . personality, had the eccentricities of genius, and many stories were told about his absentmindedness.
Ira Ramsen was secured from Williams College for the professorship of chemistry. He had first studied medicine to please
his family, and then, having graduated M.D. at the age of twentyone from the College of Physicians and Surgeons, proceeded to
study chemistry to please himself. He went first to Munich, and
later to Gottingen, from which he received his Ph.D. degree in
1870. He was thirty years old when he accepted the professorship
at Johns Hopkins University.
President Gilman almost by chance heard that Henry A.
Rowland, assistant instructor at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, was a young man of unusual promise in the field of physics.
Gilman saw and talked with him, was convinced that he was an
unusual man, took him along to Europe where both spent a busy
and profitable summer. He was called as professor of physics at
the age of twenty-eight.
In England Mr. Gilman met Thomas Huxley, heard him
lecture, and met also a young Irishman named Henry Ne~ell Martin, who had served as assistant to both Michael Foster and Huxley,
and had collabor~ted with Huxley in a successful textbook. Martin,
the son of a clergyman-schoolmaster, was only twenty-eight, but
the value of his research was already recognized. He accepted the
invitation to head the department of biology.
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Charles D. Morris, born in England, a graduate of Oxford,
professor of classics in New York University, a teacher of exceptional skill and charm, was added to the faculty to care for undergraduate work in Latin and Greek, thus lightening the load of
Professor Gildersleeve.
These men constituted the original faculty. If it seems small
and out of balance in favor of mathematics and science, one must
remember that this was merely a beginning. The Trustees had
declared their intention to proceed gradually, with "a few leaders
in the main departments of study, a company of non-resident
professors and lecturers, a strong body of adjunct or assistant
professors, and a promising group of associates or holders of fellowships." It was this small, capable, dynamic group who took
up with enthusiasm the task of shaping the course of the first real
university in this country.
President Gilman was interested not only in research, extending the boundaries of knowledge, but also in the publication
and dissemination of its results. To that end he encouraged the
formation of learned societies and learned journals. As a result of
Mr. Gilman's vision and enthusiasm, the first of the learned ·
journals which the Johns Hopkins University sponsored was the
American Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics. This was
followed in 1879 by the American Chemical Journal~ in 1880 by
the American Journal of Philology~ in 1882 by the Johns Hopkins
University Studies in Historical and Political Science~ under the
editorship of Dr. Herbert B. Adams, and in 1886 Modern Language
Notes~ established by Professor A. Marshall Elliott.
In 1878 there was established the Johns Hopkins Press, the
first of the kind in this country. The example of Johns Hopkins
was promptly followed. A University of Chicago Press was established in 1892, those of Columbia and the University of California
in 1893, Princeton's in 1905, Yale's in 1908, Harvard's in 1913.
The university presses which thus developed are now important
instruments for the advancement of human knowledge.
One fundamental requisite in launching a University is students, and in this case highly qualified students, since it was agreed
that there were wanted "only students who were far enough advanced to keep them (the university professors) constantly stimulated." In view of the defective character of the preparatory
schools and the colleges, where were the students to come from?
There was grave concern about this matter on the part of the
Trustees and the President. Mr. Johns Hopkins himself had given a
clue to a possible procedure when in his will he suggested that
free scholarships be given to "such candidates from the States of
Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina as may be most deserving
of choice because of their character and intellectual promise."
From the first the Board had planned for a college as well as for
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a university. The college would do two things (a) provide for the
superior educational needs of the community, and (b) furnish
the university with qualified students. These scholarships were
provided for both graduate and undergraduate students. However,
they vvere not enough.
vVhat was wanted was a means of drawing exceptional young
men from all parts of the country with pull stronger than that
exerted by Berlin and Gottingen. To accomplish this, it was decided to offer to college graduates fellowships, each carrying five
hundred dollars a year. (Remember this was in 1876, not 1949).
The purpose of this proposal was frankly stated, "to attract men
of mark who show that they are likely to advance the sciences they
profess." The wisdom of the plan was soon apparent. Of the one
hundred and fifty-two applications received in the summer of
1876, slightly more than one hundred were regarded as eligible,
and the difficulty of choosing ten proved so great that the Trustees
determined to increase the number to twenty. (Some of these, I
believe, were awarded as much as $1,000, instead of $500.00, a
year) . Among these young scholars were an unusual number of
earnest, ambitious m en who rose to d eserve eminence. This investment of $10,000 or more brought large and enduring returns, as
the records of the beneficiaries clearly indicate. There were among
this group such m en as Herbert B. Adams, A. B. Amherst, 1872,
Ph. D., H eidelberg, 1876, History; William K. Brooks, A.B., Williams, 1870, Ph.D., Harvard, 1874, Natural History; Thomas Craig,
C. E., Lafayette, 1875, Mathematics; Charles R. Lanman, A.B.,
Yale, 1871, Ph.D., Leipzig, 1875, Philology; Harmon N. Morse,
A.B., Amherst, 1873, Ph.D., Gottingen, 1875, Ch emistry; and Josiah
Royce, A.B., University of California, 1875, Literature.
The collegiate d epartment of the University was opened in
1876, at the same time that the University began its work. It was
in those days and until recently quite small and select. Unusual
educational advantages were offered, and nearly all of the graduates continued their studies in graduate or professional schools.
President Gilman did not propose a separate organization or a
distinct faculty for the undergraduate courses. There was nothing
sacred, he thought, about the traditional four-year college course.
Matriculation for the college d egree was set at about the beginning
of the sophomore year in the best American colleges. Entrance was
by examination, and it will give a good idea of the standards of the
institution when I tell you that the entrance examination in mathematics included Analytical Geometry. The college work was planned a ccording to a suggested grouping of subjects, all leading alike
to the A.B. degree. One group was for those who desired classical
training, another for those interested in mathematical studies, other
groups for those proposing to study medicine, law, theology, and
one group for those looking forward to a business career after
graduating, not proposing to continue in an academic or professional course.
a
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The group system fulfilled its aim "to secure a positive amount
of regulation with a certain amount of freedom," and "to provide
a liberal education which should have a tendency toward some
future occupation." Undergraduate students mingled freely with
graduate students /socially and Ji n classes, :thus breathing the
atmosphere of the University. The group system was an intelligent
compromise between rigid prescription and undirected election.
The result may be summed tip in the comment of a journalist who
did a series of feature articles about various American colleges. He
said, "If fathers and mothers were alive to a bargain in undergraduate education, they would send their sons to Johns Hopkins,
for nowhere else could they receive so much individual attention
from 'such competent instructors'."

L
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In the class of '96 some sixty to sixty-five students were enrolled. About three-fourths of that number registered for the A.B.
degree, the others enrolled for what was known as P.A.E.-Proficiency in Applied Electricity, which was really a first class engineering course, but which was rewarded not by a degree, but
merely by a certificate. Men who completed this course were in
great and immediate demand by the outstanding engineering and
construction firms of this country. It seemed that they were more
keenly sought than men who had a degree from engineering
schools. Certainly there were not enough Hopkins men to fill the
demand ·for those who had had this training. I know of no one
of these who did not make good, and many of them have had
remarkable careers.
Of the thirty-seven men who were awarded the A.B. degree
in .June, 1896, thirty-one went on for graduate work, and sixteen
of these continued their graduate work at the Johns Hopkins University. Eight became professors, ten became lawyers, six entered
the ministry, five studied medicine, two became chemists, five went
into business, and one died shortly after graduation. There were
nine members of the class who did not graduate in '96, but some
of these did graduate later, and five of these nine went on for
graduate work, two became doctors, three engineers, one professor,
one lawyer, and two in business. This is a remarkable record. The
percentage of graduates of our colleges, generally speaking, who
go on for graduate work is probably not as much as twenty per
cent, but in that particular class at Johns Hopkins University it
was about eighty per cent. Some of the members of this class,
among the lawyers, like the late A. C. Ritchie, Governor of Maryland for four successive terms, have achieved nationwide recognition. That same statement may as truly be made of some of those
in medicine, in professional chairs, in the sciences, and in government service.
It may be surmised from the above detailed record of the class
of '96 that I am a member of that class, which is true. However,
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I have not been a very active member of the class. I have lived
so far away from Baltimore that it has not been possible or practicable to attend the class reunions. The only one which I have
attended was the fiftieth anniversary reunion which was held in
};lay, 1946, and since that pleasant occasion I have learned a good
d eal more about many members of the class and their records than
I had previously known. At my request, my good friend and class·mate, C. Burnet Torsch, Class Agent, who has been in business in
Ba ltimore since his graduation in '96, went to a lot of trouble to
get me the above data. He tells m e that there are twenty-five
members of the class still living, and he is doing his utmost year
after year to get a contribution for the University from all of these
men, but he has a hard time. His report for the past year is that
sixteen out of the twenty-five living members contributed the sum
of $565.00, which, considering the fact that a number of the men
are on retirement ?tllowances, is probably not too bad.
It should be remembered that, though Johns Hopkins University has now a beautiful site and buildings at Homewood, in
the early years, about which I am speaking, the University gained
its prestige through men, not buildings. Many a second-rate college
or even high school would sneer at the plant in the midst of noisy
downtown city traffic in which this University was launched. The
rooms in which the first instruction was given were modest in
the extreme though comfortable, they were simply apartments in
remodeled dwellings. This fact, full of meaning as it was to
scholars, helped to hide from Baltimore and from the country
the true character of the work which had been begun. Some of
the Trustees wanted the University located on the Johns Hopkins
Clifton estate, and there was apparently some sharp controversy,
but Mr. Gilman and a majority of the Board decided to open
the literary and scientific departments of the University in temporary buildings in the city. There was no endowment set apart
for plant and equipment, such as was later provided by Mr. J.
B. Duke for Duke University; only the income on $3,500,000 was
available for all purposes. A site was chosen not far from the excellent Peabody Institute Library. Biological, physics, and chemistry
laboratories, and other buildings were erected, but there was no
campus, no dormitory, or dining hall, or gymnasium, no student
union, and not much so-called college life.
There was a good deal of publicity at first when what was
then a prodigious endowment wa~ announced, and when the ideals
and plans for the University were published. Harvard was the
only institution in the country which in 1876 had an endowment
which approached the $3,500,000 with which Johns Hopkins University began, and it had taken Harvard two hundred and forty
years to secure its endowment of a little more than $3,000,000.
There was considerable newspaper and other comment concerning the plan to establish a real University. The New York Nation
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printed with hearty approval a brief memorandum of Gilman's
recommendations to the Trustees, but not all the comment was
favorable. The South, generally speaking, was apathetic, and in
Baltimore a part of the response was definitely hostile.
Those citizens of Baltimore who disapproved did so on two
grounds. The first was the feeling that local rights were being disregarded. Johns Hopkins had been largely self-educated; he had
made his fortune in Baltimore; and he had left a large sum "for
the promotion of education in Maryland." It was the clear duty
of his trustees, they assumed, to establish an institution which
would benefit the largest number of Baltimore boys, perhaps with
emphasis on agriculture and the mechanical arts, rather than a
graduate school designed for the few. The editor of a Baltimore
newspaper argued naively that if there were any real need for
such an advanced school, one would long ago have been provided .
The second reason for disapproval, less outspoken but deeprooted, was the obvious leaning of the University toward natural
science, and the fear that its influence would be hostile to religion.
Thomas Huxley was regarded as a dangerous person, for he accepted the theory of evolution; "than which," declared an editorial
in the Baltimore Bulletin~ "there is no more frightful heresy extant." Newell Martin, a brilliant disciple of Huxley, was being
brought over from England, as professor of biology, and that fact
was disquieting. \Vhen Huxley himself, who happened to be in
this country, was invited to lecture on "University Education,"
apprehensions were confirmed, particularly so when the meeting
in the Academy of Music, where Huxley lectured, was not opened
with prayer.
President Gilman was a man of pronounced religious beliefs,
and wanted to teach a Bible Class in the First Presbyterian Church,
but they feared that he might teach infidelity and refused his offer.
This, however, did not interfere with his regular attendance at
that church. Nor could it be said that the Trustees were irreligious
men. Not one of them desired their university to be a godless institution. They thought that a morning chapel service was a fine
thing, but did not think it consistent with their idea of a university that attendance should be compulsory. vVhen Dr. Gilman
offered to conduct daily morning prayers in a classroom, the attendance of students and faculty being voluntary, the Trustees
were delighted. So from the opening of the University a brief
chapel service. was held regularly in the quarter-hour preceding
the nirle o'clock classes.
The financial difficulties with which President Gilman was
burdened can hardly be exaggerated. He well knew .t hat much
more money would be needed than the endowment, great as it was
for that day, provided by Johns Hopkins, and he took occasion in
his inaugural address in a tactful way to call attention to this fact.
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The people of Baltimore, generally speaking, thought that the
Johns Hopkins University was rich and had no financial worries.
Indeed, there are even tod<:!.y some who are under that impression.
They do not know about the "Emergency Fund" of 1889, which
enabled the Trustees to keep the University in operation, of the
"Relief Fund" of 1896, when the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad stock
paid no dividends. However, it was these calamitous times that
educated the people concerning the needs of the University, stirred
up their sense of appreciation of and loyalty to their great institution.
Many did through the years become increasingly appreciative of the excellence of the Johns Hopkins University and its value
not only to the nation, but also to the community. John W. McCoy
was one of these. He left an estate of about a half million dollars
to the University. He once said to one of the professors, "The Johns
Hopkins University has been the most important influence that has
grown up in Baltimore since I was a boy." (He had been born in
Baltimore, and was then about sixty-three years old). Pressed to
explain its importance, he added, "It has made all of us here want
to seem that we know something, and by and by we will."
In February, 1876, President Eliot, of Harvard, gave his blessing to the new foundation in the following words: "Here may the
irradiating light of genius sometimes flash out to rejoice mankind!" Professor Benjamin Pierce, distinguished mathematician
and astronomer at Harvard, prophesied that the Johns Hopkins
University would one day be acknowledged as "the greatest intellectual blessing in America."
The Canada Educational Monthly for January, 1882, after
listing Gilman's statement of principles, remarked:
"Is not this institution entirely unique among the universiti es of this Continent?
Indeed, it is probably the exact fellow of no seat of learning in the world, but is rather
the noble embodiment of the most advanced and generous views on education that have
yet had place in the mind of man."

President Harper, of the University of Chicago, addressing a
convocation in June, 1893, said:
"Until the founding of Johns Hopkins University there was but one type of college
in America. No institution doing real university work exi sted. With the establirhment
of the University of Chicago another type, it is believed, has been introduced differing
essentially from the college of historic character, and, just as essentially , from the type
of Johns Hopkins."

Lord Bryce, in an address at a dinner of Hopkins alumni in
Washington on April 16, 1910, said:
"I have always regarded Johns Hopkins as holding a unique position and rendering
a unique service to the cause of higher educa"tion in the United States. The Johns Hopkins
University was the P'i oneer in the introduction of post-graduate studies. It has realized in
the concrete that large and noble conception of a university which makes it not only
a place for giving a general liberal education and preparing men for the various professions and avocations in life to whi~h they mean to apply their activities, but also for
providing advanced courses of study in various great departments of knowledge which
might be followed by those who have completed their liberal education and who desired
to devote themselves to the discovering of new truths. Neither in America nor in England
or Scotland, as far as I know, had this view of a university's function ever been carried
into effect until Johns Hopkins appeared."

Dr. Isaiah Bowman, who resigned as President of Johns Hopkins University effective December 31, 1948, in an address in 1936,

reaffirmed the significance of universities in modern society, and
the primacy of research in a university's aims. He was appealing
for courageous support of the conviction that the Johns Hopkins
"is precious, a vital element in a land to which it first introduced
the true university idea of quality in higher education."
The writer of this paper has been in correspondence with
Provost P. Stewart Macaulay, of Johns Hopkins University, in connection with the preparation of this paper, and he has been very
helpful in furnishing data and checking figures. In a recent letter
to Provost Macaulay, the writer, referring to the crisis of 1896,
characterized that as a bad period when the University suffered
such a great financial loss, and he remarked that "it is worse that
there have not been more big gifts for Hopkins since that time.
However," he added, "Gilman and Johns Hopkins blazed the trail,
and our University set the pace for all the more prosperous institutions of this country, as well as for some that are not so prosperous."
In preparing this paper the writer has consulted a number of volumes and is indebted to severa l sources, but he is most deeply indebted to Dr. John C. French, and his
excellent History of the Univel"sity Founded by Johns Hopkins , to whom he is profoundly
grateful.

